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Fireflies and Stars Lyrics/Chords 
Writer: Bobby Noble 

Album: naked 
 

A few notes: 
This lyrics/chords chart is to give you a basic idea of the words and harmonic outline.  There's a lot going on in the studio 
recording that is not expressed below.  There are bass riffs, passing tones, different chord voicings, etc in this song that are 
great but aren't necessarily critical to your interpretation.   
Use the chart while listening to the song to get the complete picture. 
 
If you're using this chart for my naked cover contest remember to spice it up with your own take on things (rhythm, 
harmony, melody, phrasing, etc)- there are no rules limiting your creativity :D <3  

 
Instrumental Intro: 

Em9   F#7(sus4)   GMAJ9   F#7(sus4)   :|| 

Verse 1: 

                                 Em7                              A(add6add9)/E   

Fireflies and Stars, our only light in the dark 

                                 Em7                                           Bm11(b13)                    

We dance in grass to our ankles and we don't care that we're tangled 

                              Em7                                       Bm11(b13) 

Birds above sing melody, while the crickets keep our time 

Pre-Chorus 1: 

               C(add2)                              D    Em7         C(add2)                      Bm(add4) 

Cuz the roads are made empty without you, dare I say that I miss you so much 

                           C(add2)                                            D      Em7 

Every stop that I take drives me a little insane,  

                                          C(add2)                                 B7(sus4)   B7 

even though I'll never reach you by car... 

 

 

Chorus 1: 

                         CMAJ7  CMAJ9                    
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Glowing...your smile in each fading light. 

Em9   F#7(sus4)   GMAJ9   F#7(sus4) 

                                    CMAJ7  CMAJ9 

I'm knowing I'll wake up alone tonight. 

Em9   F#7(sus4)   GMAJ9   F#7(sus4) 

                            C(add2)                       D                                     

Every dream ends with you out of sight, buried in my mind... 

Instrumental 

Em9   F#7(sus4)   GMAJ9   F#7(sus4)   :|| 

(Bar of 5 with a Bass riff to get back into verse) 

 

Verse 2: 

                                Em7                      A(add6add9)/E   

Pen to paper our hearts need an escape dear,  

                                  Em7                                    Bm11(b13)   

from a prison of distance these letters our one reprieve. 

                                Em7                            Bm11(b13)   

Michigan stamps glow in a crisp summer breeze 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-Chorus 2: 

            C(add2)                                        D  Em7     C(add2)                    Bm(add4) 
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Cuz the words that you write me come sweetly as I read your perfume fills the air. 

                  C(add2)                            D   Em7          C(add2)                    Bm(add4) 

When I dream you don't seem to very far, as we dance in the light of the stars. 

Chorus: 

                         CMAJ7  CMAJ9                    

Glowing...your smile in each fading light. 

Em9   F#7(sus4)   GMAJ9   F#7(sus4) 

                                    CMAJ7  CMAJ9 C(add6)(add2) 

I'm knowing I'll wake up alone tonight. 

Em9   F#7(sus4)   GMAJ9   F#7(sus4) 

                            C(add2)                       D                                     

Every dream ends with you out of sight, buried in my mind... 

Instrumental: 

Em  Em(sus2) 

Outro/canon: 

                                   Em                                   Em(sus2) 

Fireflies and Stars you don't seem so very far 

(Glowing your smile in each fading light) 

                                C(add2)                                D 

Fireflies and stars our only light in the dark 

(I'm knowing I'll wake up alone tonight) 

                                C(add2)                                  D 

Fireflies and Stars you don't seem so very far 

(Glowing your smile in each fading light) 

 

You make my dancing look right... 
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Instrumental Outro: 

Em9   F#7(sus4)/E   GMAJ9/E   F#7(sus4)/E   :|| 


